
 

 

 

Grilled Dinner for Two with the Feuerhand 

Table Top Grill Tamber 
Magdeburg, July 2020. Is there anything better than preparing small delicacies together at the table and enjoying 

them straight away? The traditional brand Feuerhand extends its product range for convivial hours on terrace 

and balcony with the Table Top Grill Tamber. Snacks from the grate render romantic hours for two, the couple 

evening or meeting one's best friend perfect. Medallions of monkfish wrapped in bacon, lamb fillet in rosemary 

butter, grilled pineapple with pistachio crunch – special delight comes first during open air dinner with barbecue 

feeling. Due to its special construction the compact Table Top Grill Tamber in small format to save space promises 

grilled taste sensations without smoke. The colourful eye-catcher in noble design is available in five Feuerhand 

colours: ruby red, cobalt blue, telemagenta, light green and black.  

 

Some like it hot 
On time for sunset a promising smell wafts through the air when everywhere 

around the grills are started during the warmer months. The compact Table 

Top Grill for two has its great entrance in the small gathering: Snacks with 

elaborate rubs and exotic marinades sizzle easily in Teppanyaki style directly 

on the table. Everyone simply prepares what they like best while chattering, 

laughing or philosophising away. This is not just fun for those who love raclette 

or fondue. For two couples or the girls-night-out even two or three Tamber fit 

onto the table top alongside the drinks, dips and sauces, thanks to the compact 

dimensions. 

 

Every detail has been carefully considered: The grooved structure of the 

enamelled grate enables gentle grilling and cooking of meat, fish and vegetable 

snacks without smoke development. Food fluids and grease are drained from 

the non-stick grate and do not drip onto the glowing Charcoal Ring inside the 

Tamber. Thus, smoke cannot develop in the first place. Openings on the side of 

the corpus provide for optimum air supply. The appealing design in five           

different colours have the Tamber become also a visual complement on any summer table.  

 

Clever construction for outstanding pleasure 
The Tamber is fueled with the patented Feuerhand Charcoal Ring. The ecological charcoal is made of natural resources 

from coconut milk production in a CO2-neutral manner and is available separately as practical refill package. Thus grilling 

pleasure with the well-designed Table Top Grill is not only smoke-free and clean, but also especially conscious of the 

environment. The stainless-steel heat shield and burner are located inside the corpus. There air circulates and the coal 

glows evenly for up to two hours of table grilling delight. The Tamber is easily disassembled into its component parts and 

thus easy to clean. 

The Tamber's wooden lid serves as heat-resistant coaster for use on the table. After dinner when it is getting dark the 

Feuerhand hurricane lantern Baby Special 276 fits exactly into the depression of the lid and reliably sheds light. Therefore, 

Tamber and hurricane lantern are the perfect duo for convivial evenings. 



 

 

 

 

Technical details Scope of delivery 

Diameter corpus: 20 cm / 8 in 

Diameter grilling grate: 19.3 cm / 7.6 in 

Height with lid / coaster: 14 cm / 5.5 in 

Weight ( incl. lid and Charcoal Ring): 2.1 kg / 4.62 lb 

Price (aniticipated): 79.99 € 

Available from summer 2020 

1x Cylindrical corpus ( steel, powder coated) 

1x Burner (stainless steel) 

1x Heat shield (stainless steel) 

1x Grilling grate 

1x Lid / coaster 

1x Charcoal ring 

1x User manual (DE / EN / FR) 

About Feuerhand 
Feuerhand is a traditional brand rooting back to the year 1893. Since then, fire and flames have always been the focus. 

The engineers Herrmann and Ernst Nier once made German industry history with the automated production of the 

Feuerhand kerosene hurricane lantern. Worldwide, the classic has been at home in millions ever since, providing people 

with a warm, reliable and safe light. Tradition and modernity are united in new Feuerhand products. Since 2014, 

Feuerhand belongs to the Petromax group and their products can be acquired through an extensive international 

network of specialised retailers with currently more than 3,000 shops as well as via the own online shop. Petromax is 

managed by Jonas Taureck and Dr. Pia Christin Taureck. 
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